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Abstract
Optimizing queries using materialized views has not been addressed adequately in the context of XML due
to the many limitations associated with the deﬁnition and usability of materialized views in traditional XML
query evaluation models.
In this paper, we address the XML query optimization problem using materialized views in the framework
of the inverted lists evaluation model which has been established as the most prominent one for evaluating
queries on large persistent XML data. Under this framework, we propose a novel approach which instead of
materializing the answer of a view materializes exactly the sublists of the inverted lists that are necessary for
computing the answer of the view. A further originality of our approach is that the view materializations
are stored as compressed bitmaps. This technique not only minimizes the materialization space but also
reduces CPU and I/O costs by translating view materialization processing into bitwise operations. Our
approach departs from the traditional approach which identiﬁes a compensating expression that rewrites the
query using the materialized views. Instead, it computes the query answer by executing holistic stack-based
algorithms on the view materializations. We experimentally compared our approach with recent outstanding
structural summary and B-tree based approaches. In order to make the comparison more competitive we
also proposed an extension of a structural index approach to resolve combinatorial explosion problems. Our
experimental results show that our compressed bitmapped materialized views approach is the most eﬃcient,
robust, and stable one for optimizing XML queries. It obtains signiﬁcant performance savings at a very small
space overhead and has negligible optimization time even for a large number of materialized views in the view
pool.
Keywords: XML, XPath query evaluation, optimization of tree-pattern queries using views, bitmap
materialized views
1. Introduction
Using materialized views has been along with indexing one of the best known techniques for optimizing the evaluation of queries. The main idea is that
precomputing (materializing) a number of views and
storing their materializations in a view pool might be
beneﬁcial to the evaluation of queries. The expectation is that the eﬀort in computing the views, captured in the view materializations, can be exploited
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during the evaluation of queries in order to reduce
their evaluation cost.
In the context of the Relational model the use
of materialized views for answering and optimizing
queries has been studied extensively [1, 2] and integrated into commercial DBMSs [3, 4, 5, 6] in past
years. In the context of XML, the number of contributions on these issues has been restricted. This is
due to the fact that the use of materialized views for
answering queries is limited when the traditional approach is used for: deﬁning XML query answers (and
consequently view materializations), and for evaluating a query using materialized views. In this paper,
we use an original approach for materializing views,
and for optimizing queries using materialized views.
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Figure 1: An example XML tree and some of its inverted lists

using views in the pool of views that are materialized
for optimizing the query, (b) The view materializations are unindexed fragments of the XML document
usually making the computation of a query more expensive compared to computing it against the original XML document, and (c) The size of the answer
subtrees can be very large; when multiple views are
materialized (and inevitably overlapping portions of
the XML document are repeatedly and redundantly
stored), view materialization becomes unfeasible due
to space limitations. Reducing the materialization
space by selectively materializing views [11, 15] further reduces the chances of the query to have a hit
in the view pool and consequently its chances to get
an optimized evaluation plan using the materialized
views.
In the example of Figure 2, one can see that query
Q cannot be answered using the materializations of
both views V1 and V2 but also that it cannot be answered using each one of them. That is, Q cannot
be rewritten using V1 or V2 and therefore these views
cannot be used to optimize the evaluation of Q. The
reason is that the structural restrictions of Q cannot
be expressed on the subtrees rooted at the author
nodes and the lower article nodes that are returned
by the views V1 and V2 . In contrast, as we show
later, query Q can be answered using V1 or V2 and
can even be answered using exclusively V1 and V2 in
our novel context of view materialization, this way
greatly reducing the evaluation time of Q. In [16],
it is shown experimentally that the hit ratio of XML
Limitations of the traditional approach. The
queries in a view pool is much higher for the new
traditional approach has three major drawbacks:
type of materialized views we introduce than for tra(a) The absence of complete structural information
outside the subtrees in the view materializations greatly ditional materialized views.
Materializing additional information besides the
restricts the chances of a query to have a rewriting
subtrees e.g. ancestor path information, typed val-

We compare our optimization technique under the
same evaluation model.
Traditionally, e.g. in XPath, the answer of a query
expression with a single output node against an XML
document tree is the set of subtrees rooted at the
matches of the query output node in the XML tree.
Consider, for instance, the example XML tree with
bibliographic information shown in Figure 1(a). The
labels of element nodes are shown emphasized as opposed to those of value nodes. The triplets annotating
the nodes enumerate them according to a regional encoding scheme [7, 8]. Figure 2 shows an XPath query
Q and two XPath views V1 and V2 (represented as tree
patterns). Single line edges represent child relationships while double line edges represent descendant
relationships. A node annotated with a star (‘*’) indicates the output node of a query. Query Q asks for
the authors of cited articles published in 2010. View
V1 computes the authors of articles published in 2010
or of articles citing an article published in 2010. View
V2 computes the citing articles. As an example, one
can see that view V2 has one match to the XML tree.
Therefore its answer consists of the subtree rooted at
node (15, 28, 4) labeled article.
In the traditional approach, queries are evaluated
using the materialized views by ﬁnding a compensating query which is a rewriting of the original query
using materialized views [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. This
compensating query is then evaluated over the materialized views and possibly the input XML document.
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inverted lists model. Figure 1(b) shows the inverted
lists for some of the labels in the XML tree of Figure 1(a). As is usually the case with the inverted list
evaluation model [7], we assume that there is an index structure that identiﬁes the nodes in an inverted
list that satisfy a given predicate. This is the case
with the inverted list of label year which is restricted
to the year of 2010.
All the relevant query evaluation algorithms in
this evaluation model are based on stacks. Comparison studies on XML query evaluation techniques
[20, 21] show that holistic stack-based algorithms [7,
22, 8, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27] in the inverted lists model are
superior to other algorithms and evaluation models
(streaming/navigational approaches [28] or sequential/string matching approaches [29]). The framework of our approach is the inverted lists evaluation
model along with holistic stack-based evaluation algorithms. Note that in the inverted lists model, the
answer of a query Q is not a subtree of the XML tree
but a set of tuples having one ﬁeld for every node in
Q. Each tuple contains the (positional representation
of) the XML tree nodes that match the query nodes
in an embedding of the query to the XML tree. Figure 3(a) shows the answer of view V1 on the XML
tree of Figure 1(a) as a set of tuples. Notice that if
the answer of a view is directly materialized as a set
of tuples nodes can be redundantly stored multiple
times.
In order to compute Q on an XML tree (i.e. set
of inverted lists), for every node X in Q labeled by
a label a, all the nodes of the inverted list La for a
are fetched and processed for a possible participation
in the answer of Q as values of X. When it can
be determined in advance that some nodes in La do
not contribute to the answer of Q as values for X,
fetching and processing these nodes can be avoided
thus saving precious time. This is the reason many
approaches focus on exploiting indexes (e.g., XB trees
[7] or structural indexes [20, 30]) in order to ﬁlter out
irrelevant nodes. The approach we present in this
paper uses materialized views in an original way in
order to ﬁlter out irrelevant nodes.
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Figure 2: A query and two views

Figure 3: Materializations of View V1 of Figure 2(b) on the
XML tree of Figure 1(a)

ues and references to XML data [9] only partially addresses the issues mentioned above for the traditional
approach while increasing the size of data that need
to be stored.
The framework of our optimization techniques.
There are two major paradigms of XML query processing techniques: the relational and the native. The
relational paradigm stores XML data in relational
databases and transforms queries over XML data into
SQL queries over relational data [17, 18, 19]. The
relational paradigm can leverage existing techniques
of relational DBMSs for query processing and optimization. In contrast, the native paradigm uses specialized storage and query processing systems which
are tailored for XML data and are developed from
scratch. In this paper, we focus on a native XML
query processing approach. In the context of the
native paradigm, a recent approach for evaluating
queries on large persistent XML data assumes that
the data is preprocessed and the position of every
node in the XML tree is encoded [7, 8]. Further, the
nodes are partitioned by node label, and an index of
inverted lists is built on this partition. In order to
evaluate a query, the nodes of the relevant inverted
lists are read in the pre-order of their appearance in
the XML tree. We refer to this evaluation model as

Problems addressed. We address the problem of
optimizing queries using views materialized as compressed bitmaps of inverted sublists. We assume that
the base data (inverted lists of the input XML tree)
are available locally and therefore the materialized
views can be used inclusively (that is, along with base
3

• In order to check the answerability of a query using views, we present an eﬃcient stack-based algorithm for ﬁnding all view nodes that are mapped
to the same query node through a homomorphism.
Our algorithm runs in polynomial time and space
by avoiding enumerating a possibly exponential
number of homomorphisms.
• We show how a query can be computed using inclusively or exclusively views in the framework of
bitmap materialized views by running state of the
art holistic stack-based algorithms over the materializations of the views. View materialization
processing (e.g. inverted sublist intersections) is
translated into bitwise operations over bitmaps
this way reducing not only its CPU cost but also
its I/O cost.
• We show that if multiple view sets can be used
for answering a query, answering the query using
their union minimizes the query execution cost.
Further, the cost for ﬁnding a maximal set of
views that can be used for answering a query (optimization cost) is practically not signiﬁcant compared to the beneﬁt obtained from using a maximal set of views.
• We compared our approach with other approaches
aiming at improving the inverted lists evaluation
model by ﬁltering out irrelevant nodes in advance.
We considered both: an approach based on XB
trees and one on structural indexes. We focused
in particular on the existing structural index approach and identiﬁed a major limitation of it. To
make the comparison more competitive, we proposed an important extension that addresses the
problem and we included this extended structural
index approach in the comparison.
• We implemented and tuned ﬁve approaches for
optimizing XML queries and conducted a thorough and extensive experimentation to compare
their performance. We investigated and analyzed
the behavior of each approach for evaluating simple and complex queries on real, benchmark and
synthetic datasets. Our experimental results show
that our bitmapped view materialization approach
is the most eﬃcient, robust, and stable one for optimizing queries on XML. It obtains signiﬁcant
performance savings at a small space overhead
and negligible computation overhead. Further, it
scales very smoothly in terms of space and optimization time when the number of materialized
views in the view pool increases.

data) or exclusively (that is, without base data) for
answering the queries. In this framework, the problems that we face when we try to optimize queries
using materialized views are the following:
(a) Given a set of views, can we decide whether
a query can be answered using (inclusively or
exclusively) the views and how? Can this check
be performed eﬃciently?
(b) If a query can be answered using a set of materialized views, how this computation can be
performed eﬃciently?
(c) Given a query and a pool of materialized views
how can we compute eﬃciently a set of materialized views that can be used for optimally
answering the query?
(d) How much time is it worth spending in ﬁnding
such sets of views?
Contribution. The main contributions of our paper
are the following:
• We suggest a novel approach for view materialization where instead of storing the answer of a
view as a set of tuples, we store for every view
node exactly the sublist of XML nodes necessary
for computing the answer of the view. This way,
an exponential number of solutions can be stored
in polynomial space. Further, the problem of redundantly storing multiple instances of the same
node which is linked to the tuple-based materialization of views is addressed. In order to minimize
the storage space, view materializations are represented as compressed bitmaps. Figures 3(b) and
(c) depict the materialization of view V1 of Figure
2(b) as a sets of sublist and as a set of bitmaps,
respectively.
• We consider tree-pattern queries and views and
we specify necessary and suﬃcient conditions for
answering a query using inclusively or exclusively
one or multiple materialized views in terms of homomorphisms from the views to the query. These
results are novel since they apply to our new concept of view materialization. For instance, these
conditions allow us to deduce in our running example that query Q of Figure 2 can be answered
using exclusively the materializations of views V1
and V2 of the same ﬁgure.
4

• To the best of our knowledge, our paper is the
ﬁrst one that combines materialized views as inverted sublists of XML tree nodes and compressed
bitmap techniques for optimizing XML queries,
and takes advantage of these concepts for saving
storage space and query evaluation time.

tion techniques to answer TPQs [31, 32] are orthogonal to the optimization techniques studied in this
paper.

Index-based Techniques. In [20], the authors compared existing TPQ evaluation techniques (including
the holistic twig join algorithm [7, 8], the streaming
Paper outline. The next section reviews related
or navigational technique [31, 28], and the sequential
work. Section 3 describes the framework of our optitechnique [33, 29]) in the framework of the inverted
mization approaches, and introduces our concept of
lists evaluation model and quantiﬁed their relative
bitmapped materialized view. Section 4 presents readvantages and disadvantages. Their performance
sults on deciding whether a query can be answered
study showed that the family of holistic evaluation
using views. Section 5 presents an algorithm that is
algorithms is the most robust and eﬀective method
used for eﬃciently checking view usability and for efin this framework.
ﬁciently evaluating a query using views. Optimizing
The approaches that speed up the processing of
queries using bitmapped materialized views is disthe original holistic evaluation algorithm TwigStack
cussed in Section 6, while an improvement of the
[7] by skipping unnecessary nodes build indexes on
approach that is based on structural indexes is prethe input inverted lists to deﬁne node clusterings and/or
sented in Section 7. Our comparative experimental
orderings. They can be classiﬁed into the following
results are presented and analyzed in Section 8. Sectwo categories.
tion 9 concludes and suggests future work. Proofs
The ﬁrst category comprises approaches built upon
of theorem and propositions are provided in the Apthe conventional B+ -tree technique. It includes the
B+ -tree [22], the XB-tree [7], and the XR-tree [34, 8].
pendix.
A study in [35] compares the performance of the three
B+ -tree based techniques on evaluating binary query
2. Related Work
patterns. This performance comparison is extended
In recent years, signiﬁcant eﬀort has been devoted
in [20] to tree-pattern queries. The experimental reto developing high-performance XML query processsults of both papers show that XB-Tree has better
ing techniques. These techniques can be categorized
performance than the other two techniques. For this
into two major classes: the relational approach and
reason, in this paper, we choose XB-tree as a reprethe native approach [21]. A number of research projects sentative of the B+ -tree based techniques for evaluhave considered the relational approach and addressed ating TPQs.
storing and querying XML data in RDBMSs [17, 18,
The other category consists of solutions which
19]. In this paper we adopt the inverted lists query
combine structural indexes with inverted lists to supevaluation model which accounts as a native approach. port XML query evaluation [36, 30, 37, 20, 38]. StrucDue to lack of space, we therefore provide here a
tural indexes are constructed using the concept of
brief review on the state-of-the-art tree-pattern query
bisimilarity [39, 40]. By partitioning the input XML
(TPQ) evaluation and optimization techniques for
data nodes according to their structural properties,
the native approach. We focus on both: index-based
the size of the resulting structural index is usually
techniques, and view-based techniques. A detailed
smaller than the original XML data. Consequently,
survey on the query processing techniques for the two
the query evaluation conducted directly on the strucapproaches is provided in [21]. It is worth noting
tural index is expected to be more eﬃcient than on
that many of the techniques developed for the nathe input data itself. The experimental results pretive approach can also be adapted to the relational
sented in [20, 30] show that the structural index apparadigm.
proach performs better than the index-based techWe provide now a brief review on the state-of-theniques PRIX [29] and ViST [33].
art XML tree-pattern query (TPQ) evaluation and
The original structural index approach usually starts
optimization techniques. We focus on both: indexby computing all the embeddings of the given query
based techniques, and view-based techniques. Costto the structural index and then evaluates the query
based query optimization techniques for XML investiby considering each embedding separately As shown
gating the applicability of relational query optimiza5

by our experiments in Section 8, this approach exhibits exponential behavior when the input query has
a large number of embeddings to the structural index.
To address this problem, in this paper, we propose
an improved structural index approach which extends
the original one in diﬀerent important ways.

conditions: (a) it maps the view output node to an
ancestor-or-self node of the query output node, and
(b) it is an isomorphism on query nodes that are not
descendants of the image of the view output node.
The problem of equivalently answering XML queries
using multiple views has been studied in [13, 45, 46,
14, 49]. Arion et al. [13] considered the problem in
View-based Techniques. A number of papers have
the presence of structural summaries and integrity
recently addressed the important problems of XML
constraints. As in [43], a query can have multiple
query rewriting using views and of XML view selecoutput nodes, and a rewriting is obtained by ﬁnding
tion for materialization [41, 9, 42, 43, 11, 10, 44, 13,
output preserving homomorphisms from views to the
45, 46, 14]. A common assumption made by most
query. Answers of views are tuples whose attributes
of these works is that a view materialization is a set
include node ids of the original XML tree, XML subof subtrees rooted at the images of the view output
trees, and/or nested tuple collections. The answer to
nodes, or references to the base XML tree. In order
a query is computed by combining the answers to the
to obtain the answer of the original query, downward
views through a number of algebraic operations. The
navigation in the subtrees is needed.
Two types of XML query rewriting problems, namely, materialization scheme of storing node ids together
with XML subtrees is also adopted by [45, 46, 49].
equivalent rewritings and contained rewritings have
All these papers assumed that output node depenbeen considered. An equivalent rewriting produces
dent homomorphisms exist among queries and views
all the answers to the original query using the given
and they presented rewriting algorithms which use
view materialization(s), whereas a contained rewritintersection of view answers on node ids.
ing may produce a subset of the answer to the query.
Tang et al. [14] addressed the multiple view rewritThe majority of the recent research eﬀorts have been
ing
problem based on the assumptions that structural
directed on rewriting XPath queries using materiids
in the form of extended Dewey codes [50] are
alized XPath views. Among them most works fostored with view materializations. This way, the comcus on the equivalent rewriting [9, 11, 10, 43, 13].
mon ancestors of nodes in diﬀerent view fragments
Balmin et al. [9] presented a framework for answercan be derived for checking view usability. Also,
ing XPath queries using materialized XPath views.
structural joins on the view fragments can be perA view materialization may contain XML fragments,
formed based on Dewey codes to produce query annode references, full paths, and typed data values. A
swers. The paper also studied a view selection probquery rewriting is determined through a homomorlem deﬁned as ﬁnding a minimal view set that can anphism from a view to the query and the view usswer a given query. In [42, 44] the equivalent rewritability depends on the availability of one or more of
ing problem has been addresses but for queries and
the four types of materializations. Mandhani and Suviews which are XQuery expressions. Elghandour et
ciu [11] presented results on equivalent TPQ rewrital. [51] addressed the problem of selecting relational
ings when the TPQs are assumed to be minimized.
materialized views for XQuery queries. Techniques
Xu et al. [10] studied the equivalent rewriting exisfor using relational views to rewrite XQuery queries
tence problem for three subclasses of TPQs. Tang
were presented in [52].
and Zhou [43] considered rewritings for TPQs with
Our approach presented in this paper diﬀers from
multiple output nodes. However, the rewritings are
all the previous approaches. Note that structural
restricted to those obtained through output node deencodings of XML data nodes are also employed in
pendent homomorphisms from the view to the query.
[13, 14]. However, unlike our approach, [13, 14] store
The problem of maximally contained TPQ rewritings
node encodings together with view materializations
was studied in [47] both in the absence and presence
(XML tree fragments) and use them mainly for comof a schema and more recently in [48]. All contribining answers of multiple views to produce query
butions in [9, 11, 10, 43, 47] are restricted to query
answers.
rewritings using a single materialized view. A comPhillips et al. [53] consider materializing intermon constraining requirement for view usability is
mediate query results as sets of tuples in order to
the existence of a homomorphism that satisﬁes two
allow additional evaluation plans for structural joins.
6

Materializing views as sets of tuples suﬀer from the
problem of redundantly storing XML tree nodes, an
issue we have very successfully addressed in this paper. Further, the proposed technique only works for
path queries and path views. Moreover, their context
of view usability is very restricted and they do not
address query answerability from materialized views
issues.
Chen et al. [54] proposed a materialization scheme
for XML views that stores inverted sublists for the
view nodes. Unlike our approach, that approach stores,
in addition, the precomputed structural joins for views
in the form of pointers that link nodes in the inverted sublists. A query is computed by traversing the pointers of the materializations. The main
drawback of the pointer-based scheme, though, is its
space requirement since the pointers consume large
amounts of storage space. The problem is exacerbated when the same structural join which is involved
in multiple materialized views is redundantly stored
in the view cache. Our approach is more general and
ﬂexible than the pointer-based scheme in terms of
view usability. By materializing views as compressed
bitmaps, it minimizes the storage space and avoids
redundancy.
A data pre-ﬁltering technique called XML document projection [55, 56] aims at pruning all data
that are certain to be irrelevant to the evaluation of
a given query. The goal is similar to that of many
approaches that adopt the inverted lists evaluation
model [7, 22, 8, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27]. However, the
techniques of [55, 56] are designed for main-memory
XQuery processing. In contrast to approaches that
adopt the inverted lists evaluation model and employ
for the evaluation of a query only the relevant inverted lists, [55, 56] have to read a large part of the
XML tree in order to select the subtree that will be
stored in memory for the evaluation of the query. Further, since only subtrees of the input XML tree can
be pruned, internal irrelevant nodes that could be ﬁltered out are missed.
The scheme of materializing views as inverted sublists was initially presented in [16]. Our results on
view usability in Section 4 and the algorithm that
computes covering nodes in Section 5 were ﬁrst reported there. Our focus in this paper is the optimization of queries using views materialized as compressed
bitmaps. Therefore, we assume a centralized environment where the inverted lists are available locally
and the materialized views can be used inclusively for

answering the queries. Our approach is compared experimentally with other optimization approaches. In
contrast, [16] focuses on answering XML queries using materialized views in a distributed environment
where the access to the base data (inverted lists) is
not possible. Therefore, queries need to be answered
using exclusively materialized views. Since this is a
paper on optimizing queries using views we do not
need to ﬁnd all the homomorphisms from the views
to the queries because the base data (inverted lists)
are available locally and all the queries can be answered using the base data. The goal is to see how
many of them we need to identify in order to minimize the evaluation cost of a query. This is in contrast to [16] where all the homomorphisms need to
be identiﬁed since the base data are not available
locally and the goal is to answer the queries using
exclusively the materialized views. As also shown experimentally in the same section, the time needed for
ﬁnding homomorphisms is less than the beneﬁt we
obtain in the evaluation cost by the additional covering nodes. Therefore, even when some thousands
of bitmap views are materialized it is worth spending
time trying to ﬁnd all the covering nodes.
Since this is a paper on optimizing queries using
views we do not need to ﬁnd all the homomorphisms
from the views to the queries because the base data
(inverted lists) are available locally and all the queries
can be answered using the base data. The goal is to
see how many of them we need to identify (in other
words, how many covering nodes for the query nodes
we need to ﬁnd) in order to minimize the evaluation
cost of a query. Note that this is in contrast to our
previous CIKM conference paper where all the homomorphisms need to be identiﬁed since the base data
are not available locally and the goal is to answer
the queries using exclusively the materialized views.
However, as we explain in Section 8.6, the more covering nodes we compute, the more we reduce the size
of the inverted lists used for computing a query (until the minimum-size inverted lists that contain only
the nodes necessary for computing the query are obtained). As also shown experimentally in the same
section, the time needed for ﬁnding covering nodes is
less than the beneﬁt we obtain in the evaluation cost
by the additional covering nodes. Therefore, even
when some thousands of bitmap views are materialized it is worth spending time trying to ﬁnd all the
covering nodes.
7

Every node in a TPQ Q has a label from L. There
are two types of edges in Q. A single (resp. double)
edge between two nodes in Q denotes a child (resp.
descendant) structural relationship between the two
nodes.
The answer of a TPQ on an XML tree is a set of
tuples. Each tuple consists of XML tree nodes that
preserve the child and descendant relationships of the
query. Formally:
An embedding of a TPQ Q into an XML tree T
is a mapping M from the nodes of Q to nodes of T
such that: (a) a node in Q labeled by a is mapped by
M to a node of T labeled by a; (b) if there is a single
(resp. double) edge between two nodes X and Y in
Q, M (Y ) is a child (resp. descendant) of M (X) in T .
We call image of Q under an embedding M a tuple
that contains one ﬁeld per node in Q, and the value
of the ﬁeld is the image of the node under M . Such a
tuple is also called solution of Q on T . The answer of
Q on T is the set of solutions of Q under all possible
embeddings of Q to T .
A view is a named query. The class of views is
not restricted. Any kind of query can be a view.

3. Data Model, Query and View Language,
Evaluation Model and View Materializations
In this section, we outline the data model, and
the class of queries and views we consider, and the
inverted lists evaluation model we adopt.
Data model. An XML database is commonly modeled by a tree structure. Tree nodes represent and are
labeled by elements, attributes, or values. Tree edges
represent element-subelement, element-attribute, and
element-value relationships. We denote by L the set
of XML tree node labels. We use lower case letters
for XML tree labels and subscripts to distinguish different nodes with the same label.
For XML trees, we adopt the region encoding
widely used for XML query processing [7, 8]. This
encoding associates every node with a triplet (begin,
end, level). This triplet is called positional representation of the node. The begin and end values of a
node are integers which can be determined through a
depth-ﬁrst traversal of the XML tree, by sequentially
assigning numbers to the ﬁrst and the last visit of
the node. The level value represents the level of the
node in the XML tree. The utility of the region encoding is that it allows eﬃciently checking structural
relationships between two nodes in the XML tree. For
instance, given two nodes n1 and n2 , n1 is an ancestor
of n2 iﬀ n1 .begin < n2 .begin, and n2 .end < n1 .end.
Node n1 is the parent of n2 iﬀ n1 .begin < n2 .begin,
n2 .end < n1 .end, and n1 .level = n2 .level − 1.

The Inverted-Lists Evaluation Model. In the
inverted lists evaluation model, the data is preprocessed and the position of every node in the XML
tree is encoded. For every label in the XML tree, an
inverted list of the nodes with this label is produced.
Given an XML tree T , we use L to denote its set of
inverted lists and La to denote the inverted list in L
for label a. List La contains the positional representation of the nodes labeled by a in T ordered by their
begin ﬁeld.
Let Q be a query. With every query node X in Q
labeled by a, we associate the inverted list La in L.
To access the nodes in La for X, we maintain a cursor
CX . Cursor CX sequentially accesses the nodes in La
starting with the ﬁrst node.
With every query node X in Q, we also associate
a stack SX . At the beginning of the evaluation of
a query, all stacks are empty. When the nodes in
the inverted lists are accessed by the cursors, they
are possibly stored in stacks. During evaluation, the
entries in stack SX correspond to nodes in LA before
CX . At any point in time, stack entries represent
partial solutions of the query that can be extended
to the solutions as the algorithm goes on.
In the following we ignore the XML tree T and
we assume that the input for the evaluation of queries

Query and view language. In order to expose the
novel features of our approach without getting lost
into the technical details introduced by more complex queries, we consider that queries and views are
tree-pattern queries (TPQs). We do not impose any
restriction on the output nodes. Queries and views
can have any number of output nodes and this does
not aﬀect the usability of the views for the evaluation
of the queries. For this reason, in our deﬁnition below we do not explicitly refer to output nodes, and all
the nodes of queries and views are considered to be
output nodes. Our approach applies without modiﬁcation to the case where arbitrary sets of nodes in
queries and views are considered to be output nodes.
This constitutes an important advantage of our approach compared to previous ones since it allows the
exploitation of views when other approaches fail.
A tree-pattern query (TPQ) speciﬁes a pattern in
the form of a tree. A TPQ Q comprises nodes and
child and descendant relationships between nodes.
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computed on L by having CX iterate over LX instead
of La , we say that node X can be computed using LX
on L. Let V be a view whose materialization on L
is V (L). The idea of our approach for answering Q
using V on L is to identify nodes in Q that can be
computed using the materializations of nodes in V ,
for every L. The materializations of these nodes in
V (L) can then be used when computing the answer
of Q on L instead of using the corresponding inverted
lists in L.

and views is the set of inverted lists L. When a query
Q is evaluated on L, if the cursor of a node X in
Q scans the inverted list LY we say that node X is
computed on L using the list LY .
Materialized Views as Compressed Bitmaps
We now deﬁne our novel concept of view materialization.
Definition 3.1. Let V be a view, and L be a set of
inverted lists. The materialization V (L) of V on L
is a set of sublists of the inverted lists in L–one for
each view node in V . If X is a node in V labeled by a,
LX denotes its inverted list in V (L) and it contains
only those nodes of La ∈ L that are images of X
in a solution of V on L. Sublist LX is called the
materialization of X in V (L).

4.1. Answering a Query Using a Single View
We start by deﬁning what answering a query using
a view means in our context of view materialization.
Definition 4.1. Let V (L) be the materialization of
a view V on a set of inverted lists L. A query Q can
be answered using V if for a node X in Q there is
a node Y in V with the same label as X, such that
for every L, X can be computed using LY ∈ V (L). In
this case, we say that view node Y covers query node
X, or that Y is a covering node of X.
Let’s assume that Q can be answered using V. If
every node in Q is covered by a node in V, we say that
Q can be answered using exclusively V. Otherwise, we
say that Q can be answered using inclusively V.

Observe that, the inverted lists in the materialization V (L) contain only those nodes of the inverted
lists in L that contribute to a solution of V on L.
Our approach for view materialization departs from
all the previous approaches which consider materializing copies of XML tree fragments, typed values,
ancestor paths, or references to the input XML tree
[9, 11, 47, 13, 14]. Note that our approach is space
eﬃcient since the sublists can encode in linear space
an exponential number of solutions for the view.
The materialization LX of a view node X labeled
by a on L can be represented by a bitmap on La that
has a ’1’ bit at position x iﬀ LX comprises the XML
tree node at the position x of La . Then, the materialization of a view is the set of the bitmaps of its nodes.
The bitmaps are stored compressed to even further
reduce the materialization space. Clearly, storing
the materialization of multiple views as compressed
bitmaps results in important space savings. However,
as we explain in Section 6, the use of bitmaps also offers CPU and I/O cost savings.

When the answer of a query is computed using a
view, a node of the query that is covered by a view
node uses only the materialization of this view node.
Since the materialization of the view node is a sublist
of the inverted list for the node label, it is usually
smaller than the inverted list. This reduces the cost
for computing the answer of the query.

Deciding Whether a Query Can be Answered
Using One View. In order to specify conditions
for view usability, we need the concept of homomorphism between views and queries. A homomorphism
from a view V to a query Q is a mapping that maps
all the nodes of V to nodes with the same label in
4. Answering Queries Using Materialized Views Q and preserves child and descendant relationships
(preserving a descendant relationship means that it
In this section, we present necessary and suﬃcient
is mapped to a path of nodes).
conditions for answering a query using inclusively or
Figure 4 shows a query Q and a view V and
exclusively one or multiple materialized views. Then,
four homomorphisms h1 , h2 , h3 and h4 from V to
we show how queries can be computed eﬃciently usQ. For the needs of checking homomorphism exising materialized views.
tence, a new root r linked through a double edge to
Let Q be a query and X be a node in Q labeled
the current root should be equivalently added to a
by a. Recall that in order to evaluate Q on L, the
query if not already there.
cursor CX of X iterates over the inverted list La in L.
The following theorem relates node coverage to
If there is a sublist, say LX , of La such that Q can be
homomorphisms.
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The proof is again a direct consequence of Definition 4.1. Based on Corollary 4.2, one can easily
see that in the example of Figure 4, query Q can be
answered using exclusively view V.
Computing the Answer of a Query Using One
View. In the traditional approach to answering a
query using a view [9, 11, 10, 13, 14], the query is
rewritten using the view. That is, in order to compute the answer of the query, a compensating query
is identiﬁed which is applied to the materialized view.
This compensating query computes the answer of the
query by navigating in the view materialization which
is a set of subtrees of the original XML tree.
In contrast, in our approach, we do not need a
compensating query and a rewriting of the query using the views, but we compute the query answer by
running stack-based evaluation algorithms over the
materializations of the covering view nodes.
Therefore, in order to perform the computation
of the answer what is needed is an association of the
query nodes with covering view nodes. The set of covering view nodes of a given query node is determined
by the homomorphism of Theorem 4.1 as follows:
Let h1 , . . . , hk be the homomorphisms from a view
V to a query Q and Yi1 , . . . , Yimk be the nodes in V
whose image under hi is X. Then, the set m(X) of
covering nodes for X in V is

{Yij }
m(X) =

Figure 4: Four homomorphisms from view V to query Q

Theorem 4.1. Let Q be a query and V be a view. A
node X in Q is covered by a node Y in V iﬀ there is
a homomorphism from V to Q that maps Y to X.
Necessary and suﬃcient conditions for view usability based on homomorphisms are provided by the
next collorary of Theorem 4.1.
Corollary 4.1. Let Q be a query and V be a view.
Query Q can be answered using V iﬀ there is a homomorphism from V to Q.
The proof follows directly from Deﬁnition 4.1. In
the example of Figure 4, query Q can be answered
using view V since there is at least one homomorphism from V to Q. Both nodes labeled by d in Q are
covered by node d in V.
Notice that our deﬁnition of homomorphism is
less restrictive than previous ones since we do not
have to consider (and impose conditions on) output
nodes [11, 10, 47]. This increases the chances for a homomorphism from a view to a query to exist. Based
on Theorem 4.1, it also increases the chances of the
view to be useful in answering the query. This constitutes an important advantage of our approach compared to previous ones since it allows the exploitation
of views when other approaches fail.
In order to guarantee that a query can be answered using exclusively a view, we need to make
sure that every node of the query has a covering node
in the view. The next corollary of Theorem 4.1 expresses this requirement in terms of homomorphisms
from the view to the query.

i∈[1,k], j∈[1,mk ]

For instance, in the example of Figure 4, we consider four homomorphisms from view V to query Q
and two of them map view node d to query node
d5 . Therefore, the set of the covering nodes for query
node d5 in V is m(d5 ) = {d}.
If ∃X ∈ Q, m(X) = ∅, Q can be answered using
V. If ∀X ∈ Q, m(X) = ∅, Q can be answered using exclusively V. The materialization in V (L) of any
node in m(X) can be used for computing X. However,
we might also use the materializations of multiple (or
all the) nodes in m(X): let LX1 and LX2 be the materializations of two nodes X1 and X2 in m(X). The
intersection LX1 ∩ LX2 is the sublist of LX1 and LX2
which comprises the nodes that appear in both LX1
and LX2 . In order to compute the answer of Q using
V any subset of m(X) can be used: during the computation of the answer, X will be computed using the
intersection of the materializations of the view nodes
in this subset.

Corollary 4.2. Let Q be a query and V be a view.
Query Q can be answered using exclusively V iﬀ there
are homomorphisms from V to Q such that every
node of Q is the image of a node in V under some
homomorphism.
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Note that a view V can have a number of homomorphisms to a query which is exponential in the
number of view nodes. However, the number of covering nodes in m(X) is bounded by the number of
nodes in V.
4.2. Answering a Query Using Multiple Views
The presence of multiple views in the view pool
increases the chances of a query to be answered using
their materializations. We extend below our deﬁnition for answering a query using a view to multiple
views. We ﬁrst deﬁne the union of the materializations of two view nodes. Let X1 and X2 be two view
nodes with the same label a, and LX1 and LX2 be
their materializations. The union LX1 ∪ LX2 of LX1
and LX2 is the sublist of La which comprises exactly
the nodes of both LX1 and LX2 .

Figure 5: Query Q and views V1 and V2 and homomorphisms

Theorem 4.3. Let Q be a query and {V1 , . . . , Vn }
be a set of views. Query Q can be answered using
exclusively V1 , . . . , Vn if and only if for every node in
Q, there is a covering node in some (not necessarily
the same) Vi , i ∈ [1, n].
Based on Theorem 4.3, one can see that query
Q of Figure 5 can be answered using exclusively the
views V1 and V2 of the same ﬁgure.

Computing the Answer of a Query Using MulDefinition 4.2. Let V1 (L), . . . , Vn (L) be the matetiple Views. In order to perform the computation
rializations of views V1 , . . . , Vn on a set of inverted
of the answer of the query using a set of materialized
lists L. A query Q can be answered using V1 , . . . , Vn
views what is needed is an association of query nodes
if for a node X in Q, there are nodes Y1 , . . . , Yk in
with covering nodes in the views. The set of coverV1 , . . . , Vn , such that, for every L, X can be computed
ing nodes of a given query node in multiple views is
using LY1 ∪ . . . ∪ LYk .
deﬁned in terms of the set of covering nodes of the
Let’s assume that Q can be answered using V1 , . . . , Vn .
query in a single view: let X be a node in query Q,
If for every node X in Q, there are nodes Y1 , . . . , Yk
and m1 (X), . . . , mn (X) be the sets of covering nodes
in V1 , . . . , Vn , such that, for every L, X can be comof X in V1 , . . . , Vn , respectively. Then, the set m(X)
puted using LY1 ∪ . . . ∪ LYk for every L, we say that Q
of covering nodes of X in V1 , . . . , Vn is
can be answered using exclusively V1 , . . . , Vn . Other
wise, we say that Q can be answered using inclusively
mi (X)
m(X) =
V1 , . . . , Vn .
i∈[1,n]
For instance, in the example of Figure 5, we consider one homomorphism from each one of the views
V1 and V2 to query Q. Therefore, the set of the covering nodes for query node d in V1 and V2 is m(d) =
{d[V1 ], d[V2 ]}.
As with the case of a single view, if ∃X ∈ Q,
m(X) = ∅, Q can be answered using V1 , . . . , Vn . If
∀X ∈ Q, m(X) = ∅, Q can be answered using exclusively V1 , . . . , Vn . The materialization of any node
in m(X) can be used for computing X. However, we
might also use the materializations of some (or all
the) nodes in m(X): during the computation of the
answer, X will be computed using the intersection of
the materializations of these view nodes in m(X).

Deciding Whether a Query Can be Answered
Using Multiple Views. For the class of queries
we consider here, checking whether a query can be
answered using multiple views can be expressed in
terms of checking whether a query can be answered
using a single view.
Theorem 4.2. Let Q be a query and {V1 , . . . , Vn }
be a set of views. Query Q can be answered using
V1 , . . . , Vn iﬀ for some Vi , i ∈ [1, n], Q can be answered using Vi .
Figure 5 shows a query Q and two views V1 and
V2 . Each of these views has a homomorphism to Q
which is also shown in the ﬁgure. Based on Corollary 4.1, Q can be answered using V1 (or V2 ). Therefore, based on Theorem 4.2, Q can be answered using
V1 , V2 .
For the case of answering a query using exclusively
views we can state the following theorem.

5. Computing Covering Nodes
As discussed in Section 4, given a query Q and
a view V , the covering nodes for a node of Q in V
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constructM S (shown in Listing 2) to encode all the
homomorphisms from V to Q in the form of match
structures (line 2). In the second step, the match
structures are traversed in a top-down manner to determine the covering view nodes (lines 3-5).
Procedure constructM S traverses the tree pattern Q in preorder, constructing the matching structures as it visits nodes and traverses edges. When
constructM S visits a query node for the ﬁrst time,
Figure 6: (a) The match structure for the view and the query
it creates a match structure for each matching view
of Figure 4, (b) The snapshots of stacks after the query leaf
node. The created match structures are possibly pushed
node d has been visited during the execution of Algorithm
computeCovering
onto stacks. When constructM S returns to a query
node after traversing the entire subtree of this node, it
determines whether the match structures created for
are deﬁned in terms of the homomorphisms of V to
the query node should be inserted into appropriate
Q. However, the number of these homomorphisms
M atchSets of nodes in selected match structures in
can be exponential on the size of V . In this section,
the stacks. When constructM S ﬁnishes the traversal
we present a stack-based algorithm which computes
of Q, M atchStru(rV , rQ ) encodes all the homomorin polynomial time and space the covering nodes of
phisms from V to Q. We describe the process below
the nodes in Q without explicitly enumerating all the
in more detail.
homomorphisms from V to Q.
Initially, a matching structure M atchStru(rV , rQ )
Match Structure. In the algorithm we use a tree
is pushed onto stack SrV , the stack of the virtual
structure, called match structure, which is similar to
view root. For each query node q visited for the ﬁrst
the one employed in [57, 58, 59].
time, constructM S iterates in postorder over each
Let q be a node in query Q and v be a node in
view node v matching the query node (line 1). Let u
view V . We say that v matches q if v has the same
be the parent node of v and p be the query node of
label as q. The match structure M atchStru(V, Q) is
the match structure corresponding to the top entry
a tree whose nodes are pairs of nodes (v, q) such that
of stack Su . constructM S checks whether the strucv matches q and there is a homomorphism from V to
tural relationship between p and q in Q satisﬁes the
Q that maps v to q. The root of M atchStru(V, Q)
structural relationship between u and v in V . If this
is (rV , rQ ), where rV and rQ are virtual roots of V
is the case, a match structure M atchStru(v, q) and
and Q respectively, labeled by a distinguished label
the M atchSet of every child of v in V is initialized
r. A node (q, v) in M atchStru(V, Q) has a child node
to be empty. The created match structure is then
(vi , qj ) if vi is a child of v in V and qj is a descenpushed onto stack Sv (lines 2-7). Next, constructM S
dant of q in Q. M atchStru(v, q) denotes the subrecursively calls itself on each child node of q (lines
tree of M atchStru(V, Q) rooted at (v, q). Given a
8-9). After the traversal of the subtree of q, for each
node v, M atchSet(vi ) denotes the set of subtrees of
v matching q considered in preorder, it pops out the
M atchStru(V, Q) rooted at a node (vi , qj ) which is a
top entry M atchStru(v, q) from stack Sv (lines 10child of a node (v, q) of M atchStru(V, Q).
11). In order to determine whether M atchStru(v, q)
The match structure for the view V and query Q
should be added to stacks, it suﬃces to check whether
of Figure 4 is graphically shown in Figure 6(a). In
all the M atchSets of M atchStru(v, q) are non-empty.
order to uniquely identify a node of the view or the
If M atchStru(v, q) has to be added to the stacks, for
query, every node of the view and the query in Figure
each entry in stack Su , where u is the parent of v, a
4 is associated with a node id.
pointer to M atchStru(v, q) is created and added to
The Algorithm. Algorithm computeCovering, shown the entry’s M atchSet(v) (lines 12-15).
Figure 6(b) shows a snapshot of the view stacks
in Listing 1, takes a query Q and a view V as induring the execution of Algorithm computeCovering.
puts and computes the covering nodes in V for each
After the query leaf node d (node id 4) has been visquery node of Q. It is a stack-based algorithm which
ited, the corresponding match structure is popped out
associates each view node of V with a stack. It profrom the stack Sd of view node d. Since it has to be
ceeds in two steps. In the ﬁrst step, it calls Procedure
12

Listing 1 Algorithm computeCovering

added to the stacks, it is attached to the only match
structure in the stack Sa of view node a.
Complexity. Let v be a node in V . We deﬁne the
preﬁx query of v, denoted pref ix(V, v), as the path
from the root of V to v. Given a query Q, we deﬁne
the recursion depth of node v in Q as the maximum
number of nodes in a path of Q that are images of v
under all the possible embeddings of pref ix(V, v) in
that path of Q. We deﬁne the recursion depth D of
V in Q as the maximum recursion depth of the view
nodes of V in Q.
The number of query nodes matched by a view
node is bounded by the number |Q| of the nodes of Q,
and the total number of match structures constructed
during execution is bounded by |V | × |Q|. The number of incoming pointers to each constructed match
structure is bounded by D. Therefore, the space complexity of Algorithm computeCovering is bounded by
O(|V | × |Q| × D).
The time complexity of Algorithm computeCovering
is determined by the time for processing stack entries
(that is, match structures). The number of entries in
each stack at any given time is bounded by D. Let
v be a view node that matches a query node q under consideration. Procedure constructM S spends
O(f anout(v) + D) on checking whether the match
structure for v and q should be added to the stacks
and on visiting entries in the parent stack of v, where
f anout(X) denotes the out-degree of v in V . Since
the number of view nodes that match node q is O(V ),
the total time spent on processing stack entries for
each node in Q is O(|V | + |V | × D), which is dominated by O(|V | × D). Therefore, the time complexity of Algorithm computeCovering is bounded
by O(|V | × |Q| × D).
Clearly, computing the covering set m(X) of the
nodes X in a query Q based on all the views from
the view pool that can be used for answering Q minimizes the cost of evaluating Q using views from the
view pool. The reason is that the inverted sublists
produced for the nodes X of Q by intersecting the
materializations of the nodes in m(X) are the minimal possible ones. This answers question (c) raised in
the introduction asking for an eﬃcient way for identifying a set of materialized views in the view pool
that can be used for optimally answering the query.

1 create a stack for each node of V
2 constructMS(root(Q))
3 let visited be a boolean matrix where the rows are

indexed by the nodes of V and the columns are indexed
by the nodes of Q. Initialize each ﬁeld of visited to
f alse
4 for
(every
ms
∈
M atchStru(rV , rQ ).M atchSet(root(V ))) do
5
traverse ms in a top down manner: for each
M atchStru(v, q) encountered, if visited[v, q] is
f alse, then add v to m(q), set visited[v, q] to true,
and continue the traversal on each match structure
in M atchSet(v)

Listing 2 Procedure constructMS(q)
1 for (every v ∈ nodes(V ) that matches q considered in
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

post-order) do
let u be the parent of v in V
if (stack Su is not empty) then
let (u,p) be in the top entry of Su
if (v’s axis is ‘//’ or (q is a child of p and q’s axis
is ‘/’)) then
create M atchStru(v, q) and initialize its
M atchSets to be empty
push M atchStru(v, q) to stack Sv
for (every child q  of q in Q) do
constructMS(q’)
for (every v ∈ nodes(V ) that matches q considered in
pre-order) do
pop out the top entry e from stack Sv
if (e has to be added to the stacks) then
let u be the parent of v in V
for (every stack entry e ∈ Su ) do
add a pointer to e that points to e

6. The Bitmapped Materialized Views Approach
The bitmapped materialized views approach for
optimizing queries assumes that a set of views are
materialized as compressed bitmaps in a view pool.
In order to compute the answer of a query, it uses the
algorithm of Section 5 to compute, for every query
node q, all the covering view nodes in the view pool.
Then, it intersects the inverted sublists of these covering view nodes. The resulting sublist is used for
the computation of q. If q does not have covering
nodes, the corresponding inverted list is used for its
computation. This approach takes advantage of some
additional optimization improvements:
Bitwise operations. The intersection of the inverted sublists of the covering view nodes can be implemented by a bitwise operation on the correspond-
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ing bitmaps: ﬁrst, the bitmaps of the operand view
nodes are fetched into memory and bitwise AND-ed.
Then, the target inverted sublist is constructed by
fetching into memory the inverted list nodes indicated by the resulting bitmap. Besides space savings,
exploiting bitmaps and bitwise operations results in
time saving for two reasons. First, bitwise AND-ing
bitmaps incurs less CPU cost than intersecting the
corresponding inverted sublists. Second, fetching into
memory the bitmaps of the operand view nodes and
the target inverted sublist nodes indicated by the resulting bitmap incurs less I/O cost than fetching the
entirety of the inverted sublist of the operand view
nodes as this is required for applying directly an intersection operation.
In the following we assume that the materialized
views are sets of inverted sublists represented by bitmaps
on the corresponding inverted list.
Empty Covering Nodes Materializations. The
materialized views approach evaluates a query by ﬁrst
computing covering view nodes. If the materialization of a covering view node or even the intersection
of the materializations of some covering view nodes
of a query node is empty the query has an empty answer. Based on this observation, this approach stops
the query evaluation as soon as such a condition is
satisﬁed. This way, substantial disk I/Os and CPU
cost can be saved.
Avoiding Processing Redundant Query Path
Solutions. Holistic evaluation algorithms such as
T wigStack [7] operate in two steps. In the ﬁrst step,
they generate a list of path solutions for each individual root-to-leaf query path of a query Q. In the
second step, they merge join the path solutions to
produce the ﬁnal solutions of Q. In the ﬁrst step,
T wigStack sequentially reads nodes of the inverted
lists only once. For every node x (in the inverted list
of node X in Q) that is pushed on its stack, T wigStack [7] ensures the following properties: (a) x has
a descendant node on each of the inverted lists corresponding to the child nodes of X in Q (regardless
of whether the relationship to X is a child or descendant), and (b) each of the descendant nodes recursively satisﬁes this property. Because of this, when
all edges in Q are descendant relationships, each node
pushed onto its stack is guaranteed to participate in a
ﬁnal solution of Q and every path solution generated
is guaranteed to merge join with other path solutions
to generate ﬁnal solutions for Q. In this case, T wig-

Figure 7: An example for Proposition 6.1

Stack is CPU and I/O optimal for computing Q.
However, as shown in [7], these properties do not
hold if Q has at least two leaf nodes and contains a
child edge. Choi et al. [60] showed that any version
of T wigStack that sequentially reads inverted lists
only once cannot be optimal for TPQs with arbitrarily mixed child and descendant edges. That is, T wigStack may generate redundant path solutions (path
solutions that do not contribute to a ﬁnal solution of
Q) when queries contain child edges. For instance,
consider evaluating the query of Figure 7(b) on the
XML tree of Figure 7(a). T wigStack cannot determine whether node a1 has a child c-node after c1 in
the inverted list of label c. As a result, it will generate 2n redundant path solutions (a1 , b1 ), . . . , (a1 , b2n )
for the query path a//b. None of these paths solutions will join with the single solution (a2 , c1 ) generated for the query path a/c to produce a solution
to Q. Clearly, the existence of redundant path solutions impacts the query performance negatively, since
these path solutions are processed and possibly joined
with other path solutions without producing a ﬁnal
solution to the query.
Research eﬀorts have focused on avoiding redundant path solutions for some subclasses of TPQs.
For example, [23] achieves this for TPQs whose child
edges are under non-branching nodes by looking ahead
in the inverted lists and caching the nodes. Chen
et al. [61] do so for TPQs with child edges only
or for TPQs involving one branching node only by
considering a partition of the XML tree nodes more
reﬁned than label-based inverted lists. As shown in
the following proposition, under certain conditions,
when T wigStack is employed to evaluate queries using materialized views, redundant path solutions are
avoided.
Proposition 6.1. Let Q be a query which is com-
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tion of the paths that actually occur in a XML tree1 .
It can be constructed by traversing the given XML
tree once, and it is usually much smaller than the
corresponding XML data. Based on measurements
on XML documents from diﬀerent repositories , a 1index is three to ﬁve orders of magnitude smaller than
the corresponding XML data [37]. Also, the experimental results reported in [38] show that 1-indexes
outperform approximate structural indexes (e.g., the
A(k) indexes [63] which record only an approximation of the paths—up to depth k) in terms of both
space and query evaluation time. For these reasons,
in this paper, we choose 1-indexes as the representative structural index for query processing.

puted on an XML tree T using the materialized views
V1 , . . . , Vn . Let also for every child edge X/Y in Q,
Y be a leaf node in Q. Algorithm T wigStack will
produce no redundant path solutions if for every child
edge X/Y in Q, node Y has a covering node in some
view Vi that also has a child incoming edge.
Query Q in Figure 7(b) satisﬁes the condition of
Proposition 6.1 for queries. Consider also the view V
of Figure 7(c). Query Q and view V satisfy the conditions of Proposition 6.1. Therefore, T wigStack will
produce no redundant path solutions when evaluating
Q using the materialization of V . Indeed, looking at
the covering nodes of nodes a and c of Q in V shown
in Figure 7(d) and the covering node materialization
intersections shown in Figure 7(e), we can see that
node a1 is not in Lm(a) and thus no redundant path
solutions involving a1 for the query path a/b will be
produced.

The Structural Index Approach. The structural
index approach usually processes a given query Q in
two steps. In the ﬁrst step, in most existing realizations [30, 20], it computes the embeddings of Q to
G. Because the size of a 1-index is usually small, the
cost of this step is not important and even a naive
approach would be satisfactory for ﬁnding the embeddings.
In the second step, for every embedding e of Q
to G, Q is evaluated against the extents of the images of its nodes under e. Usually, a holistic twig
join algorithm such as T wigStack [7] is employed for
performing this evaluation. The solutions obtained
from each evaluation are unioned to compute the answer of Q. Algorithm T wigStack can be used with
structural indexes because the nodes in the extents
are represented by their positional encoding and are
ordered on their begin value (Section 3).
When Q has a very small number of embeddings
to G, and Q is very selective, the structural index
approach can greatly reduce the CPU and disk-read
cost compared to the inverted lists approach. The
reason is that the structural index makes it possible
to skip a large number of nodes that do not participate in the query solutions. Recall that the inverted
lists approach partitions nodes of the XML tree T
based on their labels so that nodes in an inverted list
have the same label. In contrast, in the structural
index approach, each structural index node is associated with an extent which contains all the nodes that
have the same incoming (label) path from the root in
T . That is, the structural index approach reﬁnes the
label-based partitioning of the nodes of T . Because

7. Improving the Structural Index Approach
Structural Indexes. Given a partitioning of the
nodes of an XML tree T based on an equivalence relation on its nodes, a structural index for T is a graph
G such that: (a) every node in G is associated with a
distinct equivalence class of element nodes in T , and
(b) there is an edge in G from the node associated
with the equivalence class A to the node associated
with the equivalence class B, iﬀ there is an edge in T
from a node in A to a node in B. The equivalence
class of nodes in T associated with each node in G
is called extent of this node. Structural indexes have
been referred to with diﬀerent names in the literature and they diﬀer in the equivalence relations they
employ to partition the nodes of the XML tree (e.g.,
they are called structural summaries in [20, 38], path
indexes or path summaries in [30, 37]). Structural
indexes have been used as a back-end for XML query
processing (i.e., queries are evaluated on the structural indexes alone). The majority of recent works
on exploiting structural indexes for evaluating queries
[36, 30, 20, 38] considers an approach that combines
structural indexes with inverted lists to support XML
query evaluation.
An often-used structural index is called 1-index
[39, 40]. A 1-index considers as equivalent nodes in
T that have the same incoming path from the root
of T . A 1-index is a tree representing a summariza-

1
1-indexes are similar to strong DataGuides [62] when the
data is a tree.
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the partitioning is usually much more reﬁned, the size
of the extents is much smaller than that of inverted
lists. This results in signiﬁcant savings when evaluating a single TPQ using the structural index approach
compared to the inverted lists approach.

ever, the computed relevant path sets there are not
used directly for evaluating the input query. But
rather, they are used for constructing query plans
which consist of binary structural joins [64] for the
query.

A Problem with the Structural Index Approach.
The structural index approach has a drawback: Q
can have many embeddings to G. In fact, the number of embeddings can even be exponential on the
number of nodes in Q. Clearly, it is expensive to
evaluate multiple TPQs and union their solutions in
order to compute the answer of Q. Further, a big
part of Q may be mapped to the same part of G
under diﬀerent embeddings. This overlapping of the
images of Q results in redundant computations since
extents associated with the overlapping parts have to
be scanned multiple times in the second step of the
query evaluation process described above. These repeated computations can signiﬁcantly increase both
the CPU and the disk-read cost. Our experiments in
Section 8 conﬁrm this observation.

Analysis of the Improved Structural Index Approach. Let M denote the average number of image nodes in G per node in Q, and |Q| denotes the
number of query nodes in Q. The number of embeddings of Q to G is O(M |Q| ). For each embedding, all the nodes in the extents of the images of
the query nodes are accessed. The number of extents
scanned is O(M |Q| × |Q|). This is the reason that the
original structural index approach is expensive. On
the other hand, in the improved structural index approach, the extents of the images of each query node
are accessed only once, and for each node accessed in
the extents, the updating cost of the corresponding
priority queue is O(log(M )). The number of extents
scanned is O(M × |Q|). Clearly, the updating overhead of the improved structural index approach is
very small compared to the cost of scanning the same
node O(M |Q| ) times as is the case with the original
structural index approach. Our experimental evaluation in Section 8 conﬁrms this analytical result.

The Improved Structural Index Approach. To
avoid redundant computations, we extend the original structural index approach in the following two
important ways.
First, we design an algorithm which, without enumerating all the embeddings of Q to G, computes for
each query node in Q its image nodes on G under all
the possible embeddings of Q to G. Similar to the
covering algorithm described in Section 5, this algorithm works by performing a single streaming (preorder) traversal of G, and encodes the embeddings in
a space-eﬃcient way, thus avoiding a combinatorial
explosion of the image nodes.
Second, in order to scan the extents of the image nodes in G of a node in Q only once, for each
node in Q, we logically union these extents and make
these unions the input to algorithm T wigStack. The
logical union operation is implemented by a priority queue with each item in the queue being a cursor to one of the extents. During the execution of
T wigStack, each priority queue returns the node with
the minimal begin value among the nodes referenced
by the cursors at that time and subsequently the
queue is updated.
Note that our approach of computing query nodes
images to a structural index bears similarity to the
approach presented in [37] for computing “relevant
path sets” of query nodes to a structural index. How-

8. Experimental Evaluation
We compare our bitmapped materialized views
approach with our improved structural index approach
and with other previous approaches. Even though all
these approaches employ diﬀerent techniques, they
have a common denominator which is that they aim
at ﬁltering out, in advance, nodes of the inverted
lists that do not participate in the answer of the
query. This way, the processing of these nodes is
avoided. For the comparison, we implemented the
following approaches: (1) the inverted lists approach
with the T wigStack algorithm [7] (denoted IN V ),
(2) the T wigStack algorithm with the XBTree index [7] (denoted XB), (3) the structural index approach which evaluates the embeddings of the query
to the structural index separately [30, 20] (denoted
SIemb), (4) our improved structural index approach
which logically unions structural index node extents
(Section 7) (denoted SIlu), (5) our approach which
materializes for every view the inverted sublists for its
nodes that are needed for computing the view answer
(denoted M V list), and (6) our bitmapped materialized views approach (Section 6) (denoted M V bit).
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The IN V , SIemb, SIlu, M V list, and M V bit approaches are independent of the algorithm used to
evaluate the queries. We have chosen algorithm T wigStack [7] for implementation convenience. Other stackbased holistic algorithms (e.g. T wig2 Stack [65]) can
be used as well.
The performance of all the approaches is measured in terms of three metrics: (a) the total evaluation time required for computing the query, (b) the
total number of input nodes accessed, and (c) the
number of page I/Os used.
We also provide a comparison of our approach
with an approach which is implemented over a commercial RDBMS and can use indexes and materialized views.
8.1. Experimental Setup
Our implementation was coded in Java. All the
experiments reported here were performed on an Intel
Core Duo CPU 3.16 GHz processor with 4GB memory running JVM 1.6.0 in Windows 7 Professional.
Each displayed time value in the plots is averaged
over the values obtained from ﬁve runs.

XML document size
#nodes
#labels
Max/Avg depth
#1-index nodes

DBLP
632MB
15397K
35
6/3
144

XM ark
568MB
8157K
74
12/5.6
514

Synthetic
582MB
16519K
27
9/8.9
3075

Figure 8: Dataset statistics

Figure 9: The DTD for the synthetic dataset

datasets are also shown in Figure 8. The XB-tree index [7] was built by bulk loading XML data. The
sizes shown in Figure 8 reﬂect the size of the XML
documents. The inverted lists used in the experiments contain only element nodes and their sizes are
shown in Figure 12.
8.2. View and Query Generation
View Generation. We used the XPath generator
Y F ilter [66] to produce views. Y F ilter uses the
DTD of the XML document to generate views according to speciﬁed parameters, such as the maximum
query depth, the probability of descendant edges (//),
and the probability of branches. In order to create
more general workloads, we modiﬁed Y F ilter in the
following two ways: (a) we removed the limitation on
supporting only one level of nesting of path expressions so that it can generate complex XPath queries
with arbitrary nesting, and (b) we relaxed the restriction on the axis of a predicate path expression so that
it is not only a child axis (/).
The DBLP and XMark datasets are essentially
non-recursive, and for almost every element in their
DTD graph, all the paths from the root to this element have the same length. Under these conditions,
for almost every pair of elements A and B, if A/B is
satisﬁable w.r.t the DTD, a query of the form A/B
has the same answer as the query A//B on an XML
tree complying to the DTD. Since all the views generated by Y F ilter are satisﬁable w.r.t the input DTD,
we can restrict the views generated to those that comprise only descendant axes, without missing almost
no useful view. We did not generate either views
with only one non-root node since in almost all cases

Datasets. To analyze the behavior of each approach
under diﬀerent scenarios, we ran experiments with
three datasets which have diﬀerent structural properties. The statistics of the datasets are shown in
Figure 8. The ﬁrst one is a real dataset, the DBLP
dataset2 collected in September 2009. The DBLP
dataset is ﬂat, shallow and bushy. It contains a few
fairly regular structural patterns. The second one is
a benchmark dataset using XM ark3 with f actor =
5. It is deep and has many regular structural patterns. Both DBLP and XMark datasets include very
few recursive elements. The third one is a synthetic
dataset generated by IBM’s XML Generator4 based
on the DTD shown in Fig. 9. The generator was conﬁgured with N umberLevels = 8 and M axRepeats =
7, where N umberLevels is the maximum number of
levels in the resulting XML tree and M axRepeats is
the maximum number of times a child element characterized with the * (zero or more occurrences) or the
+ (at least one occurrence) option will be repeated
at a node. By construction, this dataset comprises
highly recursive and irregular structures. The statistics for the structural indexes (1-indexes) of the three
2

http://dblp.uni-trier.de/xml/
http://monetdb.cwi.nl/xml/
4
http://www.alphaworks.ibm.com/tech/xmlgenerator
3
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Figure 10: Parameters for view generation on the three datasets

the materialization of the non-root node is identical
to the corresponding inverted list which is available
in the database anyway.
The settings for the workload generation and the
number of materialized views used for each dataset
are shown in Figure 10. The number of unique XPath
views to be generated for each of the three datasets
was set to 10000. For the DBLP and the synthetic
datasets, only 3872 and 785 distinct views respectively could be generated. The XMark dataset has
the largest DTD in terms of elements, and was able
to generate 10000 views.
Note that many XPath queries generated by
Y F ilter, although represented by diﬀerent XPath expressions, correspond to the same TPQ if all the nodes
are viewed as output nodes. For this reason, in the
experiments, we post-processed the XPath views generated by Y F ilter by identifying and eliminating duplicate views. After this processing, for the three
datasets, DBLP, XMark and synthetic, we obtained
2024, 7676, and 407 views, respectively. Note also
that among the 2024 views used for the DBLP dataset,
only 773 have non-empty answers, while the views for
the other two datasets all have non-empty answers.
In order to further restrict the number of the
XMark views while retaining those that are more
likely to be useful for answering queries, we imposed
size restrictions. We retained only XMark views with
the following two properties: (1) the height of the
corresponding TPQ is less than 4, and (2) the total number of root-to-leaf paths is less than 4. After
this pruning, the ﬁnal number of views used on the
XMark dataset was 3369.

Figure 11: Queries used in the experiments

DQ3 , DQ4 , and DQ5 have empty answers. This
is due to the fact that most of the cardinality constraints on the DTD elements are optional. In contrast, queries generated for both the XMark and the
synthetic datasets are non-selective having a large
number of solutions.
Second, all the queries for the DBLP dataset have
at most one embedding to the corresponding 1-index
tree. With the exception of queries XQ1 and XQ5 ,
the rest of XMark queries have only one embedding
to the XMark’s 1-index tree. Each of the queries on
the synthetic dataset, however, have a large number
of embeddings. This is due to the fact that the synthetic dataset contains highly complex and recursive
structures, where a query node can have multiple images occurring both in the same and in diﬀerent tree
paths.
8.3. Space Usage
We compare the disk space usage of the six approaches IN V , XB, SIemb, SIlu, M V list and
M V bit. Figure 12 reports on the space consumed by
each one of them on the three datasets considered.
The basic approach IN V consumes the least space
since no additional structures are used. Both SIemb
and SIlu use slightly more space than IN V because
of the small space overhead incurred by the use of
a more reﬁned node partitioning. Among the six
approaches, M V list requires the largest amount of
space for storing the inverted sublist materializations
for views. XB requires the second largest amount of
space consumed for storing the XB-tree index.
The space used by M V bit consists of two parts:
(1) the space for storing the inverted lists of the corresponding dataset, which is the same as that of IN V ,

Queries. As with views, we used Y F ilter [66] to
generate random queries but with diﬀerent parameters than those used for the generation of views. For
each of the three datasets, ﬁve queries out of 100
randomly generated queries were used for the experiments. They are shown in Figure 11. The following
comments can be made:
First, most of the queries generated for the DBLP
dataset are highly selective. In particular, queries
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Figures 15(a) and 15(b), respectively.
8.4.1. The Bitmapped Materialized Views Approach
As it can be observed in Figure 14, M V bit performs better than the other approaches on all the testing cases. In particular, on the DBLP dataset, it outperforms IN V by orders of magnitude. Notice also
that M V bit is able to determine that queries DQ2
and DQ3 have empty answers almost immediately
after they are issued because of covering views (views
having homomorphisms to the query) having empty
answers or because of empty covering view node materializations intersections (Section 6). These signiﬁcant performance savings are obtained at a very small
space overhead which is due to the view materializations. As Figure 12 shows, on the DBLP dataset,
the space used by M V bit exceeds that of IN V by
only about 1.1%. Further, the performance of M V bit
is stable, and does not degrade with more complex
queries and on data with highly recursive structures
(Figure 14(c)).
Note that the query evaluation time of M V bit
consists of the optimization time and the query execution time. The query execution time is the time
needed for computing the query using the view materializations. The optimization time consists of the
time needed for ﬁnding the covering view nodes of
the query nodes and the time needed for disk loading, decompressing and bitwise ANDing the bitmaps
of the node materializations. In [67], a bitmap compression technique is developed which allows bitwise
logical operations to be performed directly on compressed bitmaps. We have not pursued this direction
further in this paper as our experimental results show
that the optimization time is already very small: the
average optimization time over all three datasets is
less than 8% of the query evaluation time.

Figure 12: Space usage (in MB) of each approach. The size of
bitmapped view materializations is shown in parentheses.

Figure 13: The compression ratio of bitmapped view materializations on the three datasets

and (2) the space for storing view materializations.
Recall that the view materializations are stored as
bitmaps, one per each view node. In order to reduce the space used for view materializations, we
compressed the bitmapped materializations using the
Java zip package. Figure 13 shows the sizes of view
materializations before and after the compression and
the compression ratios of the bitmapped materializations for the three datasets.
The space usage of view materializations is shown
within parentheses next to the total space usage of
M V bit in Figure 12. The ratios of the view materialization space over the total space used by M V bit on
the DBLP, XMark, and the synthetic datasets are
1.1%, 15.1%, and 12.2%, respectively. As we will
show later, the small extra space usage of M V bit
compared to that of IN V , SIemb, and SIlu, is compensated by the speedup on the query evaluation.
8.4. Query Performance
We compare the query performance of the six
approaches IN V , XB, SIemb, SIlu, M V list and
M V bit. The performance is expressed by the query
evaluation time, which is the total time required by
each algorithm to compute the query answer. The
total number of nodes accessed by each algorithm for
computing a query is the principal determining factor
of the query evaluation time. It also determines the
total number of I/Os performed by each algorithm.
Figure 14 reports on the query performance results
for the three datasets (notice the logarithmic scale
used for the Y-axis in Figure 14(a)). The number of
nodes accessed by each algorithm as a percentage of
the number of nodes accessed by IN V are shown in

Quick identification of candidate views. The
views in the view pool that contain a label not occurring in a query Q cannot be used for answering Q.
Our experimental results show that the average numbers of non-relevant views per query for the DBLP,
XMark and the synthetic datasets are 67%, 49%, and
47%, respectively. In order to speed up the computation of the covering view nodes of Q, we maintain
in memory the deﬁnition of every materialized view.
Even so, it is time consuming to apply the covering
algorithm to all views if their number is very large.
For this reason, we construct an in-memory view index which allows us to quickly ﬁlter views that cannot
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Figure 14: Query evaluation time

(a) Percentage of nodes accessed per approach

(b) Number of I/Os per approach

Figure 15: Percentage of nodes accessed and number of I/Os per approach

X in Q has more than one covering nodes, the inverted sublist used to computed X is the intersection
of the inverted sublists of X’s covering nodes. Since
nodes of the inverted sublists are stored on disk, the
CPU time and I/Os for performing the intersection
are proportional to the sum of the length of each individual inverted sublist. This sum is likely even larger
than the length of the inverted list of X itself. In this
case, M V list needs to read more nodes than IN V
for computing Q. This is conﬁrmed by the experimental results. As we can see in Figure 14, IN V
outperforms M V list for queries on both the XMark
dataset and the synthetic dataset. In contrast, using
the bitmapped materialization of views, the M V bit
approach can dramatically reduce space but also save
substantially disk I/Os and CPU cost.

be used to compute Q.
Given a set of n views, for every distinct node
label in the views, the view index maintains a list of
views having a node with that label. The view index
is implemented as a bitmap on the n views. The
lookup of Q in the index consists of two steps. The
ﬁrst step computes the bitwise OR of the bitmaps of
all the labels that do not occur in Q. The resulting
bitmap denotes those views that cannot be used to
compute Q. Then, the second step takes the negation
of the resulting bitmap which denotes the views that
are potentially useful for computing Q. The lookup
time of a query in the view index is negligible, and
this helps making the cost for computing covering
nodes very small.
8.4.2. The Inverted Sublists Materialized Views Approach
Given a query Q, M V list uses the same procedure as M V bit to compute the covering nodes of Q
in the views. The inverted sublists of the covering
nodes are then used to compute Q. When a node

8.4.3. The Index-Based Approaches
In contrast to M V bit, the performance of indexbased approaches, including XB, SIemb, and SIlu,
varies greatly across queries and datasets used. We
analyze the performance of each index-based approach
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to determine that DQ4 has empty answer after the
optimization phase without executing the query.
The query performance of the traditional structural index approach SIemb depends largely on the
queries and the datasets used. More speciﬁcally, the
performance of SIemb is greatly aﬀected by the number of the embeddings of the input query to the 1index. When the query has at most one embedding,
as is usually the case with the DBLP dataset, SIemb
largely outperforms IN V (Figure 14(a)). However,
when the number of embeddings is large, as is usually
the case with the synthetic dataset, SIemb is largely
outperformed by IN V , in many cases, by more than
one order of magnitude (Figure 14(c)). For instance,
SIemb has a poor performance with query XQ5 on
the XMark dataset because XQ5 has 81 embeddings
to the 1-index. This poor performance of SIemb is
even more noticeable with queries SQ2 , SQ4 and SQ5
on the synthetic dataset which have 5640, 5927 and
6725 embeddings, respectively, to the 1-index.
The improved structural index approach SIlu addresses the problem of SIemb. In many cases, it outperforms the IN V approach and has the second best
performance following M V bit. However, when the
number of image nodes of the input query on the 1index is very large, the cost of performing a logical
union of the extents of the image nodes (Section 7)
can oﬀset the savings obtained by the ﬁltering of irrelevant data nodes. For instance, consider query SQ2
on the synthetic dataset. Although SIlu skips about
50% of the input nodes compared to IN V (Figure
15(a)), with an average number of 106 images per
query node, the query processing time of SIlu is only
slightly better than that of IN V (Figure 14(c)).

below.
The XB-tree Approach. XB largely outperforms
IN V for the queries on the DBLP dataset, and in fact
it achieves the second best result for most queries on
this dataset. The reason is that the DBLP publications are clustered by their types, such as article,
book, inproceedings, etc. This clustering property
allows XB to prune signiﬁcant portions of the input
data for queries on speciﬁc type of publications, especially when such queries are selective. For instance,
on evaluating query DQ3 , the percentages of leaf and
internal XB-tree nodes visited by XB over the total input inverted list nodes are 0.02% and 0.03%,
respectively (Figure 15(a)).
The performance advantage of XB over IN V on
the XMark dataset is less prominent. XB is even
outperformed by IN V for queries on the synthetic
dataset, where it virtually loses the node-pruning capability and actually needs to visit more nodes for
the query evaluation than IN V (Figure 15(a)). The
reason is that for both datasets, query solutions are
dispersed throughout the entire dataset. This is especially the case for the synthetic dataset, which is
randomly generated and has highly recursive structures. In those situations, XB has to go deep in the
XB tree and down to the leaves in many cases. In the
worst case, XB needs to traverse the entire XB tree
to compute the query solutions.
The structural index approaches. Both the structural index approaches SIemb and SIlu use a 1-index
(a structural index) for query evaluation. As mentioned in Section 7, a 1-index makes it possible for
the structural index approaches to skip a large number of nodes that do not participate in the query solutions. Also, they help to detect queries with empty
answers thereby stopping their evaluation at an early
stage. For instance, consider the queries DQ2 and
DQ3 . Both queries have no embeddings to the 1index of the DBLP dataset and hence have empty
answers. The structural index approaches do not further process them. However, not every query with an
empty answer can be detected by the structural index approaches without evaluation. For instance, the
query DQ4 has an embedding to the 1-index of the
DBLP dataset, and each of its individual root-to-leaf
paths has solutions on the data. Nevertheless, the
query itself does not have solutions on the dataset
but this cannot be detected by the structural index
approaches. In contrast, the M V bit approach is able

8.5. Query Performance vs. Materialization Space
We also measured how the number of materialized views in the view pool (space allocated for view
materialization) aﬀects the query execution time. We
gradually increased the number of materialized views
and measured the execution time, and the number of
inverted list nodes accessed as a percentage of nodes
accessed by the IN V approach.
In order to randomize the distribution of the views
we produced ten diﬀerent random orderings of all
the generated views and incrementally selected the
same number of views from each one of them averaging the measured evaluation times for the queries.
We also collected evaluation statistics, including the
number of computed homomorphisms of the views
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Figure 16: Query evaluation time and statistics by incrementally loading view materializations for the DBLP dataset
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Figure 17: Query evaluation time and statistics by incrementally loading view materializations for the XMark dataset
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Figure 18: Query evaluation time and statistics by incrementally loading view materializations for the synthetic dataset

to the query, the number of input nodes accessed,
whether the query is completely covered by the views,
and the query optimization time consisting of the
time needed for ﬁnding the covering view nodes of
the query nodes and the time needed for disk load-

ing, decompressing and bitwise ANDing the bitmaps
of the node materializations. The reported numbers
are the averaged measurements over the ten repeats
of the incremental view selection. Figures 16, 17 and
18 report on the query evaluation time and the eval22

uation statistics for the ﬁve queries on the DBLP,
XMark and the synthetic datasets. Recall that the
evaluation time consists of the optimization time and
the query execution time.
First, the query execution time improves as the
number of views in the view pool increases. This is
expected as an increase in the number of the materialized views reduces the number of accessed nodes
(Figures 16(b), 17(b) and 18(b)), which in turn reduces the CPU and I/O times.
Second, the beneﬁt on the query execution time
obtained by the addition of new views decreases when
the number of views in the view pool goes up. On the
DBLP dataset, with 1000 materialized views (whose
size is 0.54% of the input data) we already obtained
about 93% of the average query execution time improvement obtained using all the views. On the XMark
dataset, with 1500 materialized views (7.95% the size
of the input data) we obtained 93% of the average
execution time improvement, and on the synthetic
dataset, with 150 materialized views (5.1% the size of
the input data), we obtained 82% of the average execution time improvement. This is so because, as we
can see in the columns %NS of Figures 16(b), 17(b)
and 18(b), the views initially used for computing a
query reduce dramatically the number of input inverted list nodes accessed.
8.6. Optimization Time vs. Beneﬁt on Query Execution Time

cost. The plots of ﬁgures 16(a), 17(a), and 18(a) show
the evaluation time for all queries and datasets when
sets of materialized views considered for optimization
increase gradually (the measurements are averaged
over 10 diﬀerent orderings of the views in the view
pool). As we can see, with an imperceptible exception in the curves of queries XQ3 and XQ4 after 1000
views, all curves decrease monotonically. In fact, the
optimization time is very small compared to the beneﬁt in the query execution time obtained from using
the materialized views. For instance, across all three
datasets, the query XQ4 on XMark has the least
beneﬁt of 405ms (Figure 17(a)) if all the views are
used. The corresponding optimization time is 18.1ms
(Figure 17(b)) representing 4.5% of the beneﬁt. The
query SQ1 on the synthetic dataset has the largest
optimization time of 64ms (Figure 18(b)). The corresponding query evaluation beneﬁt is 4599ms (Figure 18(a)). That is, the optimization time represents
1.4% of the beneﬁt. For all the other queries the ratio is smaller than 8%. Therefore, we conclude that
even for view pools that are large enough to guarantee prevalence over the other approaches, in practice
we do not need to restrict the time spent on optimization (equivalently, the number of views checked
for usability).
This answers question (d) raised in the introduction on the time worth spending in ﬁnding what views
can be used for optimally answering the queries.
8.7. Summary

If we keep increasing the number of views we consider for coverage during the optimization of a query,
we will reach a point beyond which additional views
will not contribute anymore signiﬁcantly to the reduction of the execution cost if at all. The reason
is that the views found that far to be usable for answering the query produce (almost) the minimum size
inverted sublists that can be possibly obtained from
the views in the view pool for the computation of
the query. On the other hand, the consideration of
these additional views will increase the optimization
time and the beneﬁt obtained on the query execution
cost by the use of the additional views will be oﬀset
by the additional optimization time spent due to the
consideration of these additional views. Therefore,
this point yields the minimum query evaluation time.
We want to examine how much time we should
spend on optimizing a query (equivalently, how many
views we need to examine from the pool of materialized views) in order to minimize the query evaluation

In summary, our experiments on evaluating diﬀerent approaches for optimizing XML queries illustrate
the following three points.
• When the given dataset contains irregular and/or
recursive structures, the M V bit approach is the
most robust and stable solution. It obtains signiﬁcant performance savings for both simple and
complex queries. In addition, our experiments reveal the following two points about M V bit: (1)
The performance savings can be obtained with a
restricted number of views, that is, at the expense
of a small space overhead compared to the size
of the input data. (2) In order to minimize the
query evaluation time, there is no need to restrict
the optimization time as it generally represents
a very small fraction of the beneﬁt in the query
execution time.
• When the structures of the given dataset are regular and non-recursive, the structural index ap23

Select *
From
Node article,
Where article.label
month.label =
title.label =
article.start
month.start <
article.start
title.start <
article.level

proaches SIemb and SIlu can generally achieve
the best performance beneﬁt to space cost ratio.
This happens because in this case: (a) the input query has usually a very small number of embeddings to the structural index, and therefore a
large number of nodes that do not participate in
the query solutions can be skipped, and (b) since
the structural index (without the extents) is usually much smaller than the corresponding XML
data, the space usage is insigniﬁcant. However,
when the dataset contains highly recursive structures, the traditional structural index approach
SIemb usually exhibits an exponential behavior.
The improved structural index approach SIlu resolves the combinatorial explosion problems but
does not succeed in outperforming M V bit.
• Our experiments also showed that the XB approach usually incurs large space cost. When
the query solutions are clustered in certain areas of the input data, the XB approach is capable of skipping large portions of the input data,
and therefore, can achieve very good query performance. However, when the query solutions
are dispersed throughout the entire input data
its node pruning power is largely reduced, and
it fails to compete with the SIlu and the M V bit
approaches.

Node month, Node title
= ’article’
and
’month’
and
’title’
and
< month.start and
article.end
and
< title.start and
article.end
and
+ 1 = title.level;

Figure
19:
SQL
statement
//article[.//month]/title

8.8. Comparison with a Relational Approach
We also compare our bitmapped materialized views
approach with an approach which is implemented on
top of a state-of-the-art commercial RDBMS which
can use materializes views to optimize queries. We
compare the two approaches in terms of disk space
usage and query performance. As in our approach,
we store in the relational database the positional representation of the XML tree nodes. We adopt the
N ode approach developed in [68] for storing XML
data in an RDBMS: the nodes of an XML tree are
stored in a table Node with schema (label, start,
end, level), where label records the label and the
triplet (start, end, level) records the positional
representation (see Section 3) of a node. In this context, TPQs can be expressed by specifying child and
descendant relationships in the Where clause of the
SQL queries. An example is shown in Figure 19. Further, view usability conditions can be expressed in
terms of implications of conjunctions of arithmetic
comparisons (mainly inequalities). The evaluation of
the SQL version of a TPQ involves two steps: node
24

for

the

TPQ

selection and node joining [21]. The node joining step
joins the data nodes retrieved by the node selection
step on their (start, end, level) values. Because
the relational system was unable to compute queries
in a reasonable amount of time without indexes, we
built indexes on all the attributes of table Nodes despite the fact that our approach does not use indexes.
For the experiments, we used the three datasets,
the view sets and the query sets used in the previous
experiments (Figures 8, 10 and 11 respectively). For
each dataset, the ﬁve random queries and the views
which can be used to answer these queries (called relevant views in the sequel) were translated into SQL
statements. In addition, the SQL views were materialized and query rewriting was enabled.
The table of Figure 20 shows the space usage of
M V Bit and the relational approach. Columns “Inv.
List size” and “MVBit size” show the size of the
inverted lists and the size of the bitmap views, respectively, in M V Bit. Columns “Table size”, “Indexes size” and “SQL MV size” show the size of table
Node, the size of indexes and the size of the materialized views, respectively, in the Relational system. As
mentioned above, only relevant views were materialized for the relational approach. The materialization
size of all the views was estimated based on the materialization size of the relevant views. We were unable to materialize any view on the synthetic dataset
since the view materialization and query evaluation
times were prohibitive despite the use of indexes (no
results were returned after many hours for a single
query). As we can see the relational approach uses
17.5 times more space on the DBLP dataset and 75
times more space on the XMark dataset compared to
M V Bit. The materialized views in the relational approach consume space several times larger than that
of the data: more than 3 and more than 44 times
larger for the DBLP and XMark datasets, respec-

Dataset
DBLP
XMark
SD

#Views
(non-empty)
2024 (773)
3369
407

M V Bit
Inv.lists
M V Bit
size (MB) size (MB)
242
2.7
128.3
22.8
260
36

Table
size (MB)
456
256
408

Relational
Indexes
size (MB)
1136
624
1136

SQL MV
size (MB)
1947.6
11628.5
n/a

Figure 20: Comparison of space consumption of M V Bit and the relational approach on the three datasets.
Query

DBLP

XMark

DQ1
DQ2
DQ3
DQ4
DQ5
XQ1
XQ2
XQ3
XQ4
XQ5

#Solutions
2474
0
0
0
8
2268326
50000
113722
48750
27095027760

M V Bit
(sec.)
0.029
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.006
1.95
0.32
0.52
0.3
2.36

SQL w.o.
MVs (sec.)
613.55
0.06
5.51
281.5
3.25
3886.19
3686.07
5337.4
345.47
22263.07

SQL with
MVs (sec.)
0.76
0
0.29
0.05
0.02
10510.13
1593.8
1109.26
171.79
650.2

Comments

SQL: the plan without views is cheaper
SQL: 5.41 sec. with another MV
SQL: 4.96 sec. with another MV
SQL: 2 non-overlapping MVs are used

Figure 21: Comparison of query evaluation times with M V Bit and the relational approach on DBLP and XMark.

tively. In contrast, the ratio of the materializated
views space over the data space in M V bit for the
DBLP, XMark, and the synthetic datasets are 1.1%,
15.1%, and 12.2%, respectively.
The table of Figure 21 shows the query performance of M V Bit and the relational approach. As
with the previous experiments, the performance is
measured by the query evaluation time, which is the
time required to compute the query answer (excluding the time for returning solutions). Since the relational approach was unable to evaluate any given
query on the synthetic data within a reasonable amount
of time, we report only on results on the DBLP and
XMark datasets. As we can see, M V Bit largely outperforms the relational approach in all cases (empty
queries might take zero time with both approaches).
In particular, for queries on the XMark dataset having a large number of solutions, M V Bit outperforms
the relational approach by two to four orders of magnitude.
The following observations can be made. The relational approach can make good use of the materialized views on the DBLP dataset which is shallow
and the queries are empty or do not have a lot of solutions. On the XMark dataset which is deeper and the
queries have more solutions, the relational approach
was unable, in many cases, to ﬁnd the materialized
view with the highest beneﬁt for a given query, despite the fact that only the relevant views were ma25

terialized. For instance, as shown in Figure 21, the
relational approach fails to identify the most beneﬁcial view for answering queries XQ2 and XQ4 . When
forced to use some other materialized view its performance improves dramatically. For query XQ1 , it
fails to recognize that a plan without views is cheaper
and it selects a more expensive plan which uses a
materialized view. Further, the relational approach
was unable (or was not considering beneﬁcial) to exploit simultaneously multiple overlapping materialized views. In our experiment, every query can be
answered using at least two views. However, only
on XQ5 did the relational system use two materialized views, and even in this case the views were
non-overlapping. In contrast to the relational system,
which rewrites the queries using the views, M V Bit
does not need a query rewriting process and can exploit simultaneously all the materialized views that
can be used for answering a query without spending
signiﬁcant time on optimizing the queries.
In summary, M V Bit outperforms the relational
approach in terms of space and time without using
indexes. This result is not surprising. As pointed
out in [21] and demonstrated in [68], relational systems typically do not support eﬃciently joins involving multiple inequality-comparison predicates. Eﬃcient XML query processing by RDBMS systems can
beneﬁt by the inclusion in their strategies of holistic
twig-join algorithms [7].

9. Conclusion

Appendix A. Proofs

We have addressed the problem of optimizing XML
queries using materialized views in the framework of
the inverted lists evaluation model which has been
established as the most prominent one for evaluating queries on large persistent XML data. Under this
context, we have suggested a novel approach for materializing views which stores the inverted lists of only
those XML tree nodes that occur in the answer to
the view. A further originality of our approach is
that view materializations are stored as compressed
bitmaps, which not only minimizes the storage space
but also reduces CPU and I/O costs by translating
view materialization processing into bitwise operations. Unlike the traditional approach which evaluates queries by identifying a compensating expression that rewrites the query using the materialized
views, our approach computes the query answer by
executing holistic stack-based algorithms on the view
materializations.
We have conducted extensive experiments to compare our approach with recent outstanding structural
summary and B-tree index based approaches. In order to make the comparison more competitive we
also proposed an extension of a structural index approach to resolve combinatorial explosion problems.
Our experimental results show that our compressed
bitmapped materialized views approach is the most
eﬃcient, robust, and stable one for optimizing XML
queries. It obtains signiﬁcant performance savings at
a very small space overhead and has negligible optimization time even for a large number of materialized
views in the view pool.
Our results are obtained without using any systematic technique for selecting views for materialization. An interesting research direction consists in
developing elaborated techniques for selecting views
when frequent input queries are known in advance
but also in the absence of such information. These
techniques are expected to further improve the performance of the compressed bitmapped materialized
views approach making it even more competitive against
its rivals.
Materialized views need to be maintained when
the data over which they are deﬁned change. In this
paper, we consider a static environment. Another
interesting research direction involves studying techniques for maintaining materialized views in response
the changes to the underlying data.

We provide in this Appendix proofs for the propositions and theorems presented earlier in the paper.
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Theorem 4.1 Let Q be a query and V be a view. A
node X in Q is covered by a node Y in V iﬀ there is
a homomorphism from V to Q that maps Y to X.
Proof. If there is a homomorphism from V to Q that
maps Y to X, the materialization of X is a subset of
that of Y on any XML tree T since for every embedding of Q to T there is an embedding of V to T that
map X and Y to the same node in T . Therefore, X
is covered by Y .
If X is covered by Y and there is no homomorphism from V to Q that maps Y to X, let TQ be
the XML tree constructed by replacing double (i.e.,
descendant) edges in Q (if any) by single ones and
by adding a new root r (if r is not already the root).
Since there is no homomorphism from V to Q that
maps Y to X, V does not have an embedding to TQ
that maps Y to X. Thus, there is a tree node in the
materialization of node X of Q on TQ that does not
appear in the materialization of node Y of V on TQ .
Therefore, X cannot be computed using the materialization of Y on TQ which contradicts that X is
covered by Y . We conclude that if X is covered by
Y, there is a homomorphism from V to Q.

Theorem 4.2 Let Q be a query and {V1 , . . . , Vn }
be a set of views. Query Q can be answered using
V1 , . . . , Vn iﬀ for some Vi , i ∈ [1, n], Q can be answered using Vi .
Proof. Clearly, if Q can be answered using Vi , the
materialization of a node X in Q is a subset of the
materialization of some node Yi in Vi on any set of
inverted lists L. Therefore, there are nodes Y1 , . . . , Yk
in V1 , . . . , Vn , such that, X can be computed using
LY1 ∪ . . .∪ LYk for every L, that is, Q can be answered
using V1 , . . . , Vn .
If Q can be answered using V1 , . . . , Vn but for no
Vi , i ∈ [1, n], Q can be answered using Vi , let TQ be
the XML tree constructed by replacing double (i.e.,
descendant) edges in Q (if any) by single ones and
by adding a new root r (if r is not already the root).
Since Q cannot be answered using any Vi , i ∈ [1, n],
no Vi has a homomorphism to Q and thus, no Vi
has an embedding to TQ . Therefore, the materialization of the Vi s on TQ is empty. In contrast, Q
has an embedding to TQ and therefore its materialization is non-empty. But then, for no node X in Q,

ing node in some view Vi and this covering node has
a child incoming edge. Let Lm(Z) denote the intersection of the materializations of the covering nodes
of query node Z in V1 , . . . , Vn . Let’s also assume that
T wigStack is used to evaluate Q using V1 , . . . , Vn as
described in this section (that is, if a node Z in Q has
a covering node in V1 , . . . , Vn , T wigStack uses Lm(Z)
for this node; otherwise, it uses the inverted list of the
label of Z). We show below that if a path solution
for p is produced by T wigStack, it is not redundant.
Assume that a path solution s is computed by
T wigStack for p based on an embedding M  of Q .
Let x be the image of X under M  . Since X/Y is
a child edge in Q, X and Y have covering nodes Xi
and Yi , respectively, in some view Vi such that Xi /Yi
is in Vi . Therefore, T wigStack uses Lm(X) for X and
Lm(Y ) for Y , and x ∈ Lm(X) . Since Xi /Yi is in Vi , x
has a child node y in T which belongs to the materialization of Yi . Clearly, y belongs to the materialization of every covering node of Y and consequently
y ∈ Lm(Y ) . Therefore, we can construct an embedding for Q based on M  which coincides with M  on
the nodes of p. We conclude that the path solution s
for p is not redundant.


there are nodes Y1 , . . . , Yk in V1 , . . . , Vn , such that, X
can be computed on TQ using the materializations of
Y1 , . . . , Yk on TQ , which contradicts our assumption
that Q can be answered using V1 , . . . , Vn . We conclude that Q can be answered using V1 , . . . , Vn only if
for some Vi , i ∈ [1, n], Q can be answered using Vi .
Theorem 4.3 Let Q be a query and {V1 , . . . , Vn }
be a set of views. Query Q can be answered using
exclusively V1 , . . . , Vn if and only if for every node in
Q, there is a covering node in some (not necessarily
the same) Vi , i ∈ [1, n].
Proof. The if part is straightforward.
If Q can be answered using exclusively V1 , . . . , Vn
but for some node X in Q, there is no covering node
in a Vi , i ∈ [1, n], let TQ be the XML tree constructed
as in the proof of Theorem 4.2. Query Q has a unique
homomorphism h to TQ , and let x be the image of X
under h. Since no Vi has a homomorphism to Q that
maps a node to X (because of Theorem 4.3), no Vi has
an embedding to TQ that maps a node to x, and thus,
x does not appear in the materialization of any Vi on
TQ . Therefore, Q cannot be answered on TQ using
exclusively the materializations of V1 , . . . , Vn on TQ ,
and as a consequence, Q cannot be answered using
exclusively V1 , . . . , Vn which contradicts our assumption. We conclude that Q can be answered using exclusively V1 , . . . , Vn only if for every node in Q, there

is a covering node in some Vi , i ∈ [1, n].
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